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Pocketec Inc. introduces highly-anticipated copper-infused golf glove
Copper Tech exhibiting in Booth 3835 at the 2016 PGA Show in Orlando

STUART, Fla. – Pocketec Inc., a leader and innovator in glove manufacturing, is launching the Copper Tech Golf Glove, a glove with the pain relief properties of copper-infused technology at the 2016 PGA Merchandise Show in Orlando, Fla., January 27-29. The woven copper, combined with a compression fit, helps soothe joint, muscle and arthritic pain enabling golfers to play more often and enjoy the game longer.

Copper-infused clothing and sportswear has exploded into an enormous industry. An initial shipment for the holidays has generated huge buzz and twice the sales expected by the company.

“The benefits of compression garments have been used for decades in medicine to support muscles, improve blood flow and increase oxygenation to specific areas of the body,” said Lloyd Cohn, President of Pocketec, manufacturer of Copper Tech gloves. “A variety of consumer-grade products are now available in the market and developing a golf glove was a no-brainer for us.”

The innovative Copper Tech gloves, made for both men and women, are like having three gloves in one. First, each glove is made with form flex technology designed with a compression fit so one size fits all making sales and inventory easy for retailers. Second, Copper Tech gloves are engineered with a non-slip patent-pending spider weave silicon technology which reduces wear and allows golfers to grip the club with less tension while improving slip resistance, even in wet conditions. Third, the glove’s copper-infused technology helps soothe joint and muscle pain while helping to relieve pain in arthritic hands.

“We use high-grade copper fabrics to infuse our products with the healing properties of copper,” said Lloyd Cohn, President of Pocketec, Inc. “Our patent-pending design gives the golfer a true custom fit with the power of compression for better blood circulation that helps soothe muscle and joint pain and reducing the recovery time from pain in your hands while improving performance while you play.”

Given the number of joint issues golfers experience in their hands, Copper Tech will be one of the hot products to watch next month when it launches its full sales and distribution efforts at the Orlando PGA Show. The company will be exhibiting in Booth 3835 at the Orange County Convention Center.

Features and Benefits

- Copper-infused technology improves health and performance.
- Copper Tech gloves features a non-slip silicon weave pattern palm for the ultimate grip and performance even in wet conditions.
- Supports improved circulation and oxygenation of working muscles.
- Helps prevent strain and fatigue by keeping muscles warm.
- Wicks sweat away from, the body to prevent chafing, rashes, and odor.
- Provides support for muscle stiffness, soreness and pain. Helps to reduce recovery time of muscles.

Copper Tech gloves retail for $19.99 each and are available online at www.coppertechglove.com.

####
ABOUT POCKETEC INC.
Pocketec Inc. also manufactures the Lady Classic glove, one of the top innovations in golf accessories in the past 20 years. It is the only company that holds a patent designed for long nails and a wedding ring providing the ultimate in comfort and fit. The company is located at 50 NE Dixie Highway Unit E7 Stuart, FL 34994. For more information and to book appointments for the PGA Show, contact Lcohn10113@aol.com or call 772-692-8020.
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Copper Tech introduces copper-infused compression golf glove at 2016 PGA Show

Initial glove shipments sell out over the holidays

STUART, Fla. – The phenomenon is everywhere. You see it on TV and in most major retailers. Copper compression technology is red hot in the sports and medical world and now golfers will be introduced to the Copper Tech glove at the PGA Merchandise Show, January 27-29, in Orlando, Fla.

The innovative Copper Tech gloves, made for both men and women, are like having three gloves in one. First, each glove is made with form flex technology designed with a compression fit so one size fits all. Copper Tech gloves expand and contract to fit men and women sizes small to extra-large. Second, Copper Tech gloves are engineered with a non-slip patent-pending spider weave silicon technology which reduces wear and allows golfers to grip the club with less tension while improving slip resistance, even in wet conditions. Third the glove’s woven copper-infused compression technology helps soothe joint and muscle pain while helping to relieve pain in arthritic hands.

“We use high-grade copper fabrics to infuse our products with the healing properties of copper,” said Lloyd Cohn, President of Pocketec, Inc. “Our patent-pending design gives the golfer a true custom fit with the power of compression for better blood circulation that helps soothe muscle and joint pain while reducing the recovery time from pain in your hands and improving performance while you play.”

Initial shipments of the Copper Tech glove sold out for the holiday season proving that copper compression technology is something golfers are in need of and hungry for. “We believed our copper-infused glove would benefit many golfers who suffer from hand strain, injuries and arthritic conditions,” Cohn said enthusiastically. “After more than 20 years in the golf business, the incredible demand for this product surprised even me.”

Features and Benefits

- Copper-infused technology improves health and performance.
- Copper Tech gloves feature a non-slip silicon weave pattern palm for the ultimate grip and performance.
- Supports improved circulation and oxygenation of working muscles.
- Helps prevent strain and fatigue by keeping muscles warm.
- Wicks sweat away from the body to prevent chafing, rashes, and odor.
- Provides support for muscle stiffness, soreness and pain. Helps to reduce recovery time of muscles.

The Copper Tech glove is manufactured by Pocketec, Inc., makers of the Lady Classic glove. The company is exhibiting in Booth 3835 at the PGA Merchandise Show. The gloves retail for $19.99 each and are available online at www.coppertechglove.com.

####
ABOUT POCKETEC INC.
Pocketec Inc. also manufactures the Lady Classic glove, one of the top innovations in golf accessories in the past 20 years. It is the only company that holds a patent designed for long nails and a wedding ring providing the ultimate in comfort and fit. The company is located at 50 NE Dixie Highway Unit E7 Stuart, FL 34994. For sales and more information, contact Lcohn10113@aol.com or call 772-692-8020.
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Golf Marketing Services
Mike Leonard
407-347-7244
mike@golfmarketinginc.com
The golf glove you often wear is probably mostly leather. This one? It has copper in it. The Copper Tech glove, made by Pocketec, has copper woven into the fabric that helps with pain relief in joints and muscles along with arthritic pain. The glove ($20) comes in a compression fit that expands or shrinks to fit all hand sizes, for men and women. The company says the copper helps increase circulation and minimize stiffness in a golfer's hands, which might be a benefit to those dealing with arthritis. Other benefits include moisture wicking and increased grip with the material used. For more information, click here. —Keely Levins
Copper-Infused Compression Golf Glove
Relieves Muscle and Joint Pain

The phenomenon is everywhere. You’ve seen it on TV and in most major retailers. Copper compression technology products are red hot in the sports and medical world. Now golfers will reap the benefits with the introduction of the first copper-infused compression golf glove, Copper Tech, at the 2016 PGA Merchandise Show in Orlando, January 27-29 at the Orange County Convention Center.

The innovative Copper Tech gloves, made for both men and women, are like having three gloves in one. First, each glove is made with form flex technology designed with a compression fit so one size fits all. Second, Copper Tech gloves are engineered with a non-slip patent-pending spider weave silicon technology which reduces wear and allows golfers to grip the club with less tension while improving slip resistance, even in wet conditions. Third the glove’s woven copper-infused compression technology helps soothe joint and muscle pain especially for golfers with chronic arthritic conditions.

“We use high-grade copper fabrics to infuse our products with the healing properties of copper,” said Lloyd Cohn, President of Pocketec, Inc. “Our patent-pending design gives the golfer an expandable custom fit along with the power of compression for better blood circulation. Copper Tech not only helps soothe muscle and joint pain in the hands, it improves a player’s performance by alleviating the need to grab onto the club too tightly.”

Initial shipments of the Copper Tech glove sold out for the holiday season proving that copper compression technology is something golfers are in need of and hungry for. “We believed our copper-infused glove would benefit many golfers who suffer from hand strain, injuries and arthritic conditions.” Cohn said enthusiastically. “The incredible demand for this product surprised even me after 20 years in the golf business.”

The Copper Tech glove is manufactured by Pocketec Inc. It retails for $19.99 and is available online at www.coppertechglove.com. Pocketec also manufactures the Lady Classic glove, the only patented women’s golf glove designed with open fingertips for long nails and a slit for a wedding ring providing the ultimate in comfort and fit. For more information call 772-692-8020.
Compression Golf Glove

BY STAFF WRITERS ON JANUARY 12, 2016

Copper Tech Introduces Compression Golf Glove

The phenomenon is everywhere. You see it on television and in many retailers. Copper compression technology is red hot in the sports and medical world, and now golfers have the opportunity to utilize the healing aspects in a golf glove. The innovative Copper Tech gloves, made for both men and women, are like having three gloves in one.

First, each glove is made with form flex technology designed with a compression fit so one size will fit everyone. Copper Tech gloves expand and contract to fit men and women sizes small to extra large. Second, the gloves are engineered with a non-slip patent pending spider weave silicon technology which reduces wear and allows golfers to grip the club with less tension while improving slip resistance, even in wet conditions. Third, the Copper Tech glove’s copper infused compression technology helps soothe joint and muscle pain while helping to relieve pain in arthritic hands.

“We use high-grade copper fabrics to infuse our products with the healing properties of copper,” said Lloyd Cohen, President of Pocketec, Inc.” Our patent pending design gives the golfer a true custom fit with the power of compression for better blood circulation that helps soothe muscle and joint pain while reducing the recovery time from pain in your hands and improving performance while you play. We firmly believe our copper infused gloves will benefit many golfers who suffer from hand strain, injuries and arthritic conditions. After more than 20 years in the golf business, the incredible demand for the gloves even exceeds our expectations. Copper Tech gloves are now being worn by some of the top players on the LPGA Tour.”

For more details about the Compression Golf Glove, visit https://www.copper-tech.com/gloves.
COPPER TECH™
MENS & LADIES | FORM FIT COMFORT | ONE SIZE FITS ALL

INNOVATION NEVER SEEN BEFORE IN A GOLF GLOVE
COPPER INFUSED TECHNOLOGY | SOOTHES ARTHRITIC HANDS

6 KEY BENEFITS

1. Copper infused technology improves health and performance.
2. Non-slip, woven silicon pattern improves slip resistance, even in wet conditions.
3. Supports improved circulation and oxygenation of working muscles.
4. Helps prevent strain and fatigue by keeping muscles warm.
5. Wicks sweat away from the body to prevent chafing, rashes, and odor.
6. Provides support for muscle stiffness, soreness and pain. Helps to reduce recovery time of muscles.